THE DIRECT PUZZLE OF MAGNETISM
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First of all, the seeds must stand out
from the magnet
Many or the current flow out,
breaking with jerks
The air that lies everywhere
between the stone and the iron.
The space between them will just
become empty, and a lot
Places will be cleaned there, as at
once, with a common heap,
At first, iron will rush there
headlong ...
... After all, objects always strikes
the surrounding air ...
... He, this air, going through the
frequent pores of iron
And imperceptibly inside reaching
the smallest particles,
It rushes and carries it away like a
ship driven by the wind.

Titus Lucretius Kar "On the nature of things"

People from ancient times were amazed by the ability of a magnet to attract
iron at a distance and the stubborn desire of magnetic arrows to the north. It seemed
so strange that the magnet was long considered a magic stone: hence the word
"magic" originated. Even in the 18th-19th centuries, starting with Mesmer, hypnotists
were called magnetizers, explaining their miraculous abilities by magnetism. It would
seem that science has already solved all the secrets of magnetism and the
"miraculous" properties of magnets. But this is an illusion, because a number of
magnetic effects are still not understood, and no textbook will really explain to you
why a magnet attracts iron. The current explanation of attraction by the action of a
magnetic field is no better than the scholastics' link to God's will, for no one has
explained what kind of matter it is. And the cumbersome formulas of quantum
mechanics for describing magnetism are no better than the impressive Latin dictum
formulas proposed by the scholastics, which also gave rise to the illusion of
explanation by their cleverness, being in fact empty and useless. The magic of Latin
spell-formulas was replaced by the "quantum magic" of symbolic formulas, and no
real explanation of magnetism has appeared.
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Against this background, the explanations of magnetism proposed by the
scientists of antiquity seem to be more intelligible and scientific. The first known
description of magnetism was given by one of the seven ancient Greek sages - Thales,
who explained the action of magnets by the "soul" emanating from them. The ancients
understood the soul as subtle outflows, vapors, emanations emitted by objects (hence
the words "breath", "spirits", "souls", and "alcohol" - from Latin "spiritus" - spirit).
Thales also explained the electric attraction of straws to the amber spindle by soul
currents (the Greek name for amber is "electron" and gave the name to electricity and
electrons spinning like an amber spindle and responsible for magnetism). Therefore,
the interpretation of Thales through the outflows is consonant with the hypothesis of
Democritus, Epicurus and Lucretius, who explained the magnetic action by the
impacts of microparticles emitted by a magnet (Fig. 1). With the same particles, they
explained light, electrical and gravitational effects, which is consistent with the theory
of light, electricity, magnetism and gravity, created by W. Ritz in 1908 [1].

Fig. 1. Remote interaction F magnets, currents caused by flow pressure R rheons and arheons
emitted by charges of the magnet and converging to magnets from the outside.

Ritz explained the effect of one electric charge on another by the fact that they
emit in all directions at the speed of light c streams of elementary particles-rheons,
repulsive with their impacts of the same name, like the wind (a stream of air atoms)
pushes a sailing ship. This atomistic explanation in the spirit of Democritus has
recently been confirmed by experience. If the reality of atoms was proved by the
Brownian motion of particles randomly rumbling under the impact of atoms, then the
reality of rheons was confirmed by the chaotic throwing of an electron in the chamber
of the synchrotron [2], under the impact of rheons (Fig. 2). These throwings,
discovered in the light of synchrotron (magnetic bremsstrahlung) radiation of an
electron, are attributed to "quantum fluctuations", but this is just as absurd as if
Ostwald and Mach (energetists who denied atoms) began to explain Brownian motion
by quantum fluctuations of the momentum of Brownian particles.
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Fig. 2. Emission and absorption by an electron e rheons R leads to the interaction of electrons,
to their random throwing (a) and rotation (back, b).

The attraction of opposite electric charges, say an electron and a positron, is
also explainable in the spirit of Democritus and Lucretius. If an electron emits streams
of rheons, then a positron - streams of antireons (arheons). These counter currents
annihilate, not reaching the charges [1], which is why the external currents of rheons
and arheons converging to the electron and positron exert excessive pressure on the
charges from outside, pushing them towards each other. This explanation of attraction
by clearing the space between bodies and the pressure of external particle flows has
been put forward more than once - first by Democritus, Epicurus and Lucretius, then
in the 18th century by M.V. Lomonosov and G. Lesage, and in the 20th century - K.P.
Stanyukovich, who saw in this mechanism the cause of electric, magnetic and
gravitational attraction.
And in Ritz's theory, magnetism with gravity is a particular manifestation of
electrical interaction. After all, each body is made up of an equal number of positive
and negative charges, which is why the forces of attraction and repulsion of the
charges of two neutral bodies are balanced. For a number of reasons, this balance is
disturbed, giving rise to a small excess of attractive forces over repulsive forces,
which is felt as magnetic and gravitational attraction. And Kepler, having discovered
the laws of motion of the planets, believed that they are driven by the attraction of the
Sun, similar to magnetism and born of an excess of attractive forces over repulsive
forces.
In the case of magnetism, this excess is caused by the movement of charges: if
the positively charged nuclei of atoms are at rest, then the electrons in the atoms spin,
forming circular currents. With these currents, Ampere was the first to explain
magnetism and by this he reduced it to electricity (Fig. 1). A moving charge, as
Weber, Gauss discovered, and as Ritz proved, induces a slightly different electric
force than a stationary one, due to the lagging of electrical influences usually
transmitted by rheons at the speed of light c. But Rheons from a mobile charge receive
an additional speed, increasing the force, the frequency of blows, that is, the electrical
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force. This excess of forces from the mobile electrons gives rise to all magnetic
effects. It turns out that the ancient interpretation of magnetism by the pressure of a
stream of particles clearing the space between magnets, in fact, reducing magnetism to
the interaction of unlike charges, is quite justified. The same point of view about fluid
- the flow of the finest matter exuded by a magnet - was adhered to in the 15th century
by W. Hilbert, the founder of the science of magnetism.
As you can see, scientists have long guessed about the hidden mechanism of
magnetic influences. Against the background of their mechanical explanations, the
current interpretation of magnetism in terms of abstract magnetic fields and Maxwell's
equations looks ridiculous and even erroneous, given a number of paradoxes and
experiments that contradict current electrodynamics. Some of them are described by
G.V. Nikolaev [3], V.M. Petrov [4, 5], as well as V.S. Okolotin [6, 7] - electrical
engineer, superconductivity specialist [8] and supporter of the Ritz theory.
So, according to Ampere's hypothesis, a magnet has a magnetic effect, since it
consists of atoms, each of which is like a coil with a current. These currents in the
atom are generated by electrons - negative charges rotating in orbits and around an
axis. It was once believed that the force holding an electron in orbit is the electrical
force of attraction of the nucleus. But such an atom is unstable, and in quantum
mechanics the orbital motion of the electron was rejected. However, back in 1908,
Walter Ritz admitted that an electron rotates in an atom under the influence of not an
electric, but a magnetic force. This explains the stability of atoms, their spectra,
photoelectric effect, elementary magnetic moment and other properties of atoms [9,
10].
An atom generates a magnetic field of a suitable configuration if it has the
shape of an hourglass - a skeleton of two compartments-pyramids formed from chains
of electrons and positrons, as from magnets with the moment μe (Fig. 3). The
magnetic field of such a core has a barrel-shaped structure (as in a cyclotron), and an
electron captured by an atom stably flies in an orbit in the middle plane of the core. At
a distance r from the center of the core O, the induction of the atomic field is
Ba=h/πer2, where h is Planck's constant and e is the electron charge. This field is large,
but not noticeable from the outside, being collected inside the atom and disappearing
outside it from the compensation of the magnetic moments of the core by the
moments of the closing faces ("atomic barrel covers" neutralizing the barrel-shaped
field, Fig. 3). But the effect of the field on the electrons of the atom is quite
noticeable. The Lorentz force F=eVBa, which is equal to the product of the electron
mass m and its acceleration a=V2/r, acts on an electron flying in an orbit of radius r at
a speed V. Hence hV/πr2=mV2/r. Multiplying by r/2, we get hV/2πr=mV2/2. Since
V/2πr=f is the frequency of revolution of the electron, and mV2/2=E is its kinetic
energy, then we obtain their relationship by the Planck formula hf=E. Then the light of
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frequency f, resonating with an electron spinning at the same frequency, takes it out of
orbit, preserving its energy E=hf, like a stone released by a sling. This explains the
magnetic model of the atom, the photoeffect, where the role of magnetism was noted
by J. Thomson [11].

Fig. 3. Rotation of an electron around bipyramidal atomic framework, creating a magnetic field
from the barrel-shaped structure of lines of force.

The structure of the core field also explains the standard magnetic moment of
atoms caused by the orbital rotation of electrons and is supposedly impossible in the
classical theory, where quantities are not quantized [12, 13]. The magnetic moment of
an electron rotating in an orbit of radius r with frequency f is equal to the magnetic
moment μa=IS of a loop with a current I=ef of the same radius r and area S=πr2, that
is, μa=efπr2. Substituting here the frequency f=h/2π2r2m found from the condition
hf=E=m(2πrf)2/2, we obtain the constant μa=eh/2πm. This means that, although
electrons can fly in orbits with different continuously varying radii r and orbital
frequencies f, any of them will give the atom a standard magnetic moment μa. It is
often called the Bohr magneton, since N. Bohr showed that in the quantum model the
moment of atoms changes discretely, by a multiple of eh/4πm. But the standard
magnetic moment also follows from the classical model of the atom. And if an atom
holds several electrons in a magnetic trap, then its magnetic moment will increase by
an integer number of times. And the elementary magnetic moment (magneton) was
predicted long before Bohr by classical physicists - W. Ritz and P. Weiss [9]. By this
moment, Ritz explained the spectra of atoms, and Weiss - ferromagnetism. As a friend
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and colleague of Ritz, Weiss even wrote a heartfelt foreword to Ritz's posthumous
book.
For an individual electron, the standard magnetic moment μe=eh/4πm also has
a classical nature, because the electron revolves around its axis, like a top, with a
frequency f. Such a spinning charged ball or disk of average radius r0 is equivalent to
a turn with a current I=ef and a magnetic moment μe=efπr02. The electron spins from
the recoil reaction when the rheons are emitted (like a fireworks wheel that throws out
sparks) and from the blows of the converging stream of rheons, spinning the electron
just like a wind stream turns a mill wheel [1]. A similar mechanism for spinning an
electron was proposed 50 years ago by V. Demidenko, who noted that particles
carrying impacts, carried in space at the speed of light, hit the electron and twist it,
similar to the air stream in Ottochek's experiment, which supports the rotation of even
a symmetrical flywheel [14]. In both cases, the rotation speed will stabilize at a
standard level. This is where the standard magnetic moment of electrons comes from:
the reason is the equality of their sizes and the speeds of the rheons, which set the
standard for rotation speed. It is no coincidence that Ritz was the first to predict the
standard magnetic moment, the electron axis and the axial rotation of elementary
charges to explain magnetism and gravity [1, 9].
But now they want to ascribe this discovery to the quantum physicists J.
Uhlenbeck and S. Goudsmit. Although Uhlenbeck, following Ritz, adopted the
magnetic moment and the rotation (spin) of the electron to describe atomic spectra, he
was originally a classical physicist and a student of Ehrenfest, who was familiar with
Ritz and his ideas. And Goudsmit, as a quantum theorist, had nothing to do with the
discovery of spin and only signed Uhlenbeck's work. And in general, quantorelativists
now reject the rotation of the electron, considering spin to be an abstract property.
After all, the rotation of an electron means that it has a structure, contrary to the
principle of uncertainty and the theory of relativity (since the circumferential speed V
of a spinning electron would come out superluminal). And yet, only the mechanical
rotation of electrons explains the appearance of a magnetic moment in an untwisted
cylinder (the Barnett effect) and a mechanical moment in a magnetized cylinder (De
Haas effect), with the measured ratio of the magnetic moment of an electron μe=efπr02
to its angular momentum L=mr02πf, equal to e/m, in agreement with the prediction of
the classical theory. Note that rheons could be emitted not by the electron itself, but
by the blaston B particles pushed out by it, which decay into rheons at a distance r0
(Fig. 2). These particles were predicted by Nikola Tesla (after whom the unit of
magnetic induction B was named), who argued that "lumps of matter pushed out by an
electron ... split into fragments so small that they completely lose some of their
physical properties" - these fragments (rheons) produce their own blows
electromagnetic actions. Then the maximum range of blastons r0, which exceeds the
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electron radius, sets the electron magnetic moment μe=efπr02, even at a rotation speed
V=2πr0f much lower than the speed of light.
The orbital and axial rotation of electrons explains all three types of
magnetism of substances (diamagnetism, paramagnetism and ferromagnetism),
depending on their reaction to the external magnetic field B0 and on the permeability
for it. Diamagnets (say, gold) are weakly pushed out of the external field and slightly
reduce it to B=μB0<B0 (where μ<1 is the magnetic permeability of the substance).
Paramagnets (for example, wood) are weakly drawn into the magnetic field and
slightly increase it to B=μB0>B0 (μ>1). Finally, ferromagnets (including iron) are
strongly drawn into the magnetic field and increase it to B=μB0>>B0: their
permeability is μ >> 1. Surprisingly, such a division of substances into three types
according to their permeability to a magnetic field (a flow of rheons from a magnet)
was first produced by the same Lucretius, who, having separated iron, noted: “The
current from a magnet is not in a state to affect things at all. Part of their weight
makes them stand, - like gold, - partly they are porous in body, and therefore the
current can rush freely through them, without pushing anywhere; to this kind of things
we can rank wood, the middle place between the one and the other is iron."
The most stubborn and strange are diamagnetic substances that act contrary to
the external field. The reason for diamagnetism is that electrons flying in orbits
around atoms and equivalent to coils with current, when an external field B0 is
applied, generate, according to Lenz's rule, a field opposite to the external one, that is,
reducing it to B<B0. However, electrons, flying in orbits in the magnetic field of an
atom, gradually lose energy, move away from the nucleus, and eventually leave it.
That is, the magnetization, it would seem, will appear only at the beginning, and then
it will smoothly disappear, since the electrons that generate it are out of the game. In
fact, the magnetization is retained, because if before the electrons rotated only in the
field of the atom Ba=h/πer2, now they move in the total field Ba+B0 (Fig. 4). Then
their magnetic moment μa=efπr2, directed against the field, will increase from the
increased rotation frequency f=e(Ba+B0)/2πm. And if the magnetic field of the atom is
directed towards the external one, then the electrons in such atoms will rotate in the
field Ba–B0 more slowly, with a frequency f=e(Ba–B0)/2πm, which is why their
magnetic moment μa=efπr2 directed along the field will decrease. It turns out that if
without field B0 the moments of orbital electrons compensated each other, then in the
external field the moments directed against the field and reducing it prevail. And the
decrease is preserved, because instead of the electrons that left the atoms, new ones
come, falling into the same conditions.
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Fig. 4. The mechanism of diamagnetism in substances: in the absence of an external field, the
magnetic moments of atoms cancel each other out (a); when superimposed fields B0 magnetic
moments begin to prevail, directed against the field - lowering it (b).

As for the induction effect, it just spins up some electrons, slowing down
others, and with interest. This allows us to understand the results of experiments that
showed that the magnetic permeability μ sometimes depends on the rate of change of
the field. A rapid increase in the field can magnetize matter more strongly (albeit for a
short time) than the same, but slow increase, which could not be explained by
quantum physics. The effect can be partly explained by the influence on the axial
rotation of electrons: the induction effect could spin some electrons a little faster, and
electrons with reverse rotation could slow it down a little. These disruptions in the
frequency of rotation and magnetic moment will be quickly eliminated by the
stabilization of the frequency of rotation of electrons in the flow of rheons (Fig. 2). As
a result, only weak deviations of the electron moments from the standard will remain,
explaining the diamagnetism of free electrons, partially caused by the twisting of
electrons around the field lines B0, which is mistakenly interpreted according to the
quantum theory of Landau.
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Fig. 5. Orientation of magnetic moments of atoms in a paramagnet by an external field B0
creates an additional field M, which the lower, the higher the chemistry temperature T.

It is easier to understand the behavior of paramagnetic substances. In them,
the external field orients the atomic magnets, like the arrows of compasses on a table,
creating an additional field (magnetization M) directed along the external field B0 in a
parallel orientation (Fig. 5). However, the thermal movement of atoms, their collisions
now and then knock this order, as when shaking a table with compasses, which is why
their arrows flicker randomly, although on average there are more arrows turned along
the field. The lower the temperature T (the weaker the shaking), the higher the
percentage of atoms (or arrows) oriented along the field and the higher the field M
created by them, which amplifies the external B=B0+M. Therefore, upon cooling, the
magnetic permeability of paramagnets increases according to the Curie law
μ=B/B0=1+С/T, where C is a constant for a given substance.

Fig. 6. Mechanism of interaction of electrons in ferromagnet (a) and antiferromagnet (b).
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Finally, ferromagnetism is associated with the construction of axial magnetic
moments of atomic electrons along the field (Fig. 6). As the external field B0
increases, its orienting effect and the intrinsic field M of the ferromagnet increase.
When the axes of all electrons are aligned in parallel, the magnetization M will stop
growing - saturation occurs (Fig. 7). This curve of the magnetization of a ferromagnet
was discovered by A.G. Stoletov. When the external field is removed, the
magnetization does not disappear, but only decreases (hysteresis), because the
magnetized sample, having created a strong field, already maintains its magnetization
itself. This is how "magic" stones-magnets are created, formed by elementary
magnets-electrons.

Fig. 7. Curve of magnetization of a ferromagnet and a magnetic hysteresis loop caused by
irreversible displacement of domain boundaries.

The standard magnetic moment of an electron is also responsible for such a
"magic" phenomenon as the quantization of the magnetic flux in a superconducting
ring, where the induced continuous current creates a flux Φ of the magnetic field B
through the ring, varying discretely, by the value ΔΦ=h/2e (magnetic flux quantum),
taking a series of values Φ=nh/2e, where n is an integer [13]. In the classics, this
seemed inconceivable: once the electrons forming the current can move at any speed
and in any orbits, then the flux takes on any values. And in quantum mechanics, the
orbital angular momentum of electrons changes discretely, which is why the flux
changes discretely. Nevertheless, the experiment can be easily explained classically,
because the magnetic field of a superconductor is actually created not by a conduction
current, since cutting the superconducting ring does not change the magnetic field
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[15]. Rather, according to the hypothesis advanced back in 1915 by J. Thomson and
revived by V.M. Petrov [4, 5] and V.K. Fedyukin [15], a superconductor generates a
field in the same way as a magnet - spinning electrons. The magnetic field of a
magnet is created by the parallel magnetic moments of the electrons. And since their
magnitude is standard, then both the total magnetic field and the flux of this field vary
discretely.
Consider a superconducting ring in which n electrons have magnetic moments
μe=eh/4πm directed along the ring axis uncompensated. Each electron is equivalent to
a standard turn with a current μe=IS=Iπr02, where r0 is the classical radius of an
electron. These loops create a flow Φ=nΔΦ formed from the flows ΔΦ of each loop.
In each turn, the field induction B=μ0I/2r0 forms a flux ΔΦ=BS=μ0IS/2r0. Substituting
the values μe=IS and r0=e2/4πε0mc2, we find ΔΦ=μ0μe/2r0=h/2e. That is, each electron
increases the total magnetic flux Φ=nh/2e by the standard value ΔΦ=h/2e, which was
called the quantum of the magnetic flux, although the reason is not in the quantization
of the electron orbits, but in the fact that the number n of electrons is an integer and
changes discretely ... More precisely, the number n of electrons, for which the
moments are not compensated by the opposite ones, changes discretely. Such a
superconductor resembles an antiferromagnet, where the magnetic moments of
neighboring electrons are opposite, which is why only a small part of the
uncompensated moments creates a weak residual field that changes discretely (Fig. 6).
All this once again proves the similarity between superconductivity and
ferromagnetism. Therefore, the existence of high-temperature and ceramic
superconductors (denied by the quantum theory before their creation) is no more
strange than in strong ceramic magnets operating at room temperatures. Although
there are substances that become ferromagnets only at very low temperatures, like
superconductors.
It remains to find out why in a magnetic field the moments of electrons and
atoms are oriented in an orderly manner, giving rise to ferromagnetism and other
phenomena. It was believed that this is impossible in the classical theory: although an
external magnetic field creates a moment of forces that tends to turn an atom or
electron along the field, due to rotation, they precess, like a top, around the direction
of the magnetic field. And in quantum theory, the direction of the magnetic moment
of the particles is quantized, - the moments of the particles are directed to the external
field only at strictly specified angles and abruptly decrease this angle. But in reality,
the classical theory also leads to the establishment of electrons and atoms along the
field, if we take into account the friction from which these micromagnets reduce the
swing, like the arrows of a compass, until they settle along the field (the top also
deflects under the action of the moment of forces, say in a gyrocompass). As a result,
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the friction from collisions of atoms reduces their oscillations in the field, orienting
their magnetic moments along the external field, which is amplified due to this [12].
For electrons, this friction is also caused by collisions, but already during the
emission and absorption of streams of rheons, which slow down the swing, precession
due to the electrodynamic irreversibility discovered by Ritz. This is the so-called
radiation friction, accompanied by the emission of electromagnetic waves by
accelerated moving, oscillating charges. So, in a magnetic field, an electron or an
atom must emit electromagnetic waves at the frequency of its swing. This
phenomenon is known in the form of magnetic resonance, in which electrons and
atoms effectively absorb and emit electromagnetic radiation at the natural frequency
or precession (Larmor frequency). Radiation at this frequency during oscillations
leads to a loss of energy by the atom and a weakening of oscillations, to the
construction of all atoms and electrons along the field and the appearance of a
common magnetic moment in the ferromagnet during magnetization. This is the basis
of the principle of operation of magnetic refrigerators, which take energy from atoms
and electrons vibrating in a magnetic field.
However, even without an external field, the magnetic moments of electrons
are established in parallel, forming domains - regions of spontaneous magnetization
predicted by P. Weiss and experimentally discovered by N.S. Akulov [12]. Each
electron, with its magnetic field, forces neighboring electrons to turn in the same
direction, and those, in turn, force neighboring ones. This is how areas with an
ordered orientation of magnetic moments appear in the metal, which again can be
easily modeled using magnets of the same type, magnetic arrows, which are built in
parallel due to interaction (Fig. 6). Such systems, chains of magnets, were investigated
by Ostrogradsky and Riemann in the 19th century, in many ways anticipating Ritz's
ideas. The external field only coordinates, orients the domains, shifts their boundaries,
increasing domains with a field parallel to the external one. This rearrangement occurs
in jumps, since the electrons are held by a strong intra-atomic field, and the external
field cannot unfold them, but only slightly deflects. Therefore, after removing the
field, electrons are again built along the intra-atomic field, which is why the initial
section of the magnetization curve (near point O, Fig. 7) is reversible, devoid of
hysteresis. And in higher fields, the electrons, minimizing the interaction energy,
begin to jump in the atom to new positions during thermal vibrations of atoms and
electrons, where the intra-atomic field forms a smaller angle with the external field,
which entails irreversible shifts and hysteresis of magnetization.
However, at too high a temperature, thermal vibrations, provoking electron
jumps, only mismatch the magnetic moments of the atoms, just as hits on a table with
compasses knock down their coordinated work (Fig. 5). As a result, the domains and
the magnetization associated with them disappear: ferromagnets above the critical
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temperature (Curie point TK) become paramagnets. The same happens with
antiferromagnets above the Néel point. In crystals of ferromagnets and
antiferromagnets, the relationship between the directions of the magnetic moments of
electrons and the intra-atomic field is manifested in the anisotropy of magnetic
properties, a large contribution to the study of which was made by Professor of
Moscow State University N.S. Akulov (an opponent of the theory of relativity and a
supporter of Ritz's ideas about rheons and the structure of the electron [16]). The
skeletons of atoms are equally oriented in a crystal, which is why the electron axes
can be aligned only along selected axes that coincide with the direction of the intraatomic magnetic fields. The connection between the directions of magnetism and
crystal axes is also manifested in the phenomenon of magnetostriction, when
ferromagnets are magnetized without an external field, but only due to mechanical
pressure and plastic deformations, which change the direction of the axes of crystals
and metal grains. This is how the grinder knives, the ends of the scissors and
screwdrivers are gradually magnetized.
The ferromagnet-paramagnetic transition (together with the superconductorconductor, superfluid-normal helium transition) is called a second-order phase
transition, distinguishing it from first-order phase transitions (melting, boiling), where
heat is released or absorbed and the properties (density, thermal conductivity, etc.,
etc.). For a long time, it seemed that everything is different for second-order phase
transitions, and they proceed without the release of latent heat. In fact, there, too, heat
is released, associated with a decrease in the interaction energy of atoms in the course
of their ordering, which reduces entropy. If during crystallization the positions and
coordinates of the atoms are ordered, then during the transition of the metal to the
ferromagnetic state the directions of the magnetic moments of the atoms are ordered,
which leads to a decrease in the energy of their interaction. According to the
conservation law, this excess energy is inevitably released in the form of heat (such
heat release also occurs during magnetization, where the magnetic moments of
domains are ordered, also reducing the interaction energy).
And heat is actually released near the Curie point, but the heat release is
stretched over a wide temperature range. It is more and more difficult to cool the
metal from the release of the energy that must be removed when approaching the
Curie point, where the transition is most intense. It is not for nothing that at this
temperature the heat capacity C (the heat taken away for cooling by 1º С) grows
endlessly (Fig. 8). In fact, the same happens during crystallization: despite the
removal of heat, the temperature does not change, as if the heat capacity at the point
of crystallization is infinitely large. It is not for nothing that Curie himself, having
discovered the paramagnetic-ferromagnet transition, compared the paramagnetic state
with the gaseous state, and the ferromagnetic state with a more ordered liquid and
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crystalline one. The transition of a metal to a ferromagnetic state and the formation of
many randomly oriented domains in it is analogous to the crystallization of a metal
and the formation of randomly oriented crystallite grains in it, where the atoms are
arranged in an orderly manner.

Fig. 8. The increase in heat capacity near the point of phase transitions of the 1st and 2nd order
is caused by the formation crystals or domains (arrows show crystal axes or magnetization
axes).

It turns out that there is no particular difference between transitions of the 1st
and 2nd kind: the difference is only in the width of the temperature interval where the
transition takes place and latent heat is released. In phase transitions of the first kind,
this interval is very narrow, but nonzero, at least from inhomogeneities of the
temperature T (thermal fluctuations) and the substance itself, the presence in it of
impurities, isotopes with different crystallization temperatures (therefore, the heat
capacity of water increases with approaching 0º С [17 ]). Second-order phase
transitions are extended over a wider temperature range. Domains begin to appear at
temperatures slightly above the Curie point, but there are few such regions, they are
small and short-lived. This is reminiscent of the formation of crystal nuclei in a cooled
liquid metal: small regions with short-range atomic order, which become larger and
more numerous as they approach the melting point. Similarly, when approaching the
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Curie point, the number and size of domains grows, leading to the release of heat,
which is perceived as an increase in heat capacity (and near the melting point, a weak
increase in heat capacity has been discovered from microsections, where fluctuations
have already caused a phase transition). At the Curie temperature, domains are already
intensively formed in the entire volume of the metal, infinitely increasing the heat
capacity. Finally, upon cooling below the Curie point, only rare small sections of the
metal remain, where the thermal motion of atoms (in some places especially intense
due to fluctuations) interferes with the formation of domains. But with decreasing
temperature, they become less and less in volume and in number: their ordering
requires less and less heat removal, lowering the heat capacity. Similarly, the phase
transition of a metal into a superconducting state (and helium into a superfluid state) is
always accompanied by the release of heat [17].
All this again proves that nature follows honest classical rules, and not vague
quantum ones, and unnecessary entities, such as transitions of the second kind,
invented by Landau, are unnecessary. The atom is also classically arranged, where
electrons, as shown by J. Thomson, who discovered them, spontaneously organize
into ordered crystal structures under the influence of an electric and magnetic field,
forming electronic layers with the correct arrangement of electrons [11]. No wonder
Thomson illustrated the effect of spontaneous self-organization of electrons in an
atom with magnetic floats that form regular structures in the field of a central magnet.
Likewise, in the electric and magnetic fields of the nucleus, magnets-electrons form
layers of correctly stacked electrons (hence the standard capacities of electronic
layers). The ability of electrons to form a flat crystal lattice was also confirmed by
experiments, where electrons hovered over liquid helium [13].
Physicist-spectroscopist R. Wood also studied similar effects of selforganization of electrons in an atom using the example of magnetic balls floating in
mercury and forming regular shapes in the field of a central magnet. When the balls
were taken out of equilibrium, they vibrated in a magnetic field, each with its own
standard frequency. This explains the Ritz magnetic model of the atom for the
standard spectra of atoms [10]. This self-organization can also be observed in a set of
neodymium magnetic balls, sometimes spontaneously sticking together into crystal
clear volumetric structures. Self-assembly of standard ordered systems in the field of a
central magnet is visible both in a magnetic fluid and in a powder of iron filings,
which are collected in periodic protrusions, hillocks, forming a honeycomb structure
and elongated along the lines of force of the magnet (Fig. 9). Such systems are also
observed in superconductors, on the sections of which the magnetic powder forms a
honeycomb structure (Abrikosov vortices). Moreover, cylindrical magnetic domains
form a honeycomb structure [13].
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Fig. 9. Periodic thickening (a) and moire patterns (b) from particles created by a magnetic field
in magnetic fluids, iron filings and in cold alkali metal gas.

All these phenomena of the spontaneous organization of magnetic particles
into regular structures are classically explainable and are easily simulated on a
computer as a result of the interaction of magnetic particles with each other and with
an external field. But they also want to reduce them to quantum. A striking example is
"quantum vortices" in the form of ordered clusters of atoms of alkali metals (for
example, rubidium) suspended in a magnetic field at ultralow temperatures and
forming periodic condensations (Fig. 9). In fact, the quantum theory has nothing to do
with it: a simple self-organization of magnetic particles (atoms with a standard
magnetic moment) in an external magnetic field, discovered long ago by Mayer and
easily reproducible in a magnetic fluid and in a powder of magnetic filings, is visible.
And "quantum magicians" explain these periodic condensation of atoms by BoseEinstein condensation with the interference of De Broglie's atomic waves.
Interference is allegedly confirmed by the fact that fringes, such as interference, are
visible from the run-up of one cloud of atoms onto another at the point of their
intersection. In reality, the usual moiré pattern is visible, which appears when two
meshes are superimposed. Likewise, two clouds of rubidium atoms, which form
periodic networks of dark nodes in a magnetic field, form a pattern when moirés are
applied, without traces of interference. It turns out that quantum talkers give out
wishful thinking, seeing in ordinary natural phenomena as supernatural.
The interaction of magnetic particles forms not only regular flat structures,
but also clear spatial complexes, as the example of a magnet pulling out pyramidal
needle-like structures from a magnetic fluid, or symmetrically overgrowing with
beards of magnetic sawdust on both sides, as well as an example of volumetric figures
made of magnetic balls. A bipyramidal skeleton of an atom is formed similarly,
formed of magnetic particles (electrons and positrons, Fig. 3) and carrying electron
layers on the "shelves-levels" of the atomic "stack-frame" (Fig. 10). Formally
speaking, according to Earnshaw's theorem, it is usually believed that structures of
charges and magnets are unstable. But in this case, as noted by Thomson [11],
deviations from the Coulomb law on small scales and the axial rotation of electrons,
which impart stability to magnetic systems, are not taken into account [18]. This is
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how the atom and its pyramidal atomic skeleton acquire stability without the aid of
quantum laws. But the atoms themselves, as recently discovered, in the process of
self-assembly, spontaneously organize themselves into pyramidal nanoparticles. The
acquisition by such microcrystals of a pyramidal and often multistage shape in the
form of pagodas (as in bismuth or gold crystals) may be associated not only with the
periodic arrangement of atoms in the crystal, but partly with the shape of the atoms
themselves, which have a multilevel pyramidal structure.

Fig. 10. Scheme for filling electronic layers, responsible for ferromagnetism and
antiferromagnetism, which are inherent only elements of even periods - with an even number of
electronic layers. The corresponding atoms of odd periods are shown next to them.

Similar crystals, honeycomb and bipyramidal structures also form optical
solitons - solitary waves interacting as magnetic particles and vortices. So, even
without quantum hypotheses, the spontaneous organization of electrons explains the
structure of electron layers and spectra of atoms according to the Ritz magnetic
model. The bipyramidal skeleton of the atom also distinguishes ferromagnet elements
(Fig. 10): these are elements of even periods, layers, where electrons fill the second
half of the layer perimeter [10]. In such atoms, electrons fill the spaces at two adjacent
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faces of one of the framework pyramids: C, N, O; Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni; Sm, Eu, Gd,
Tb, Dy, Ho, Er. It is among them and their compounds that bright ferromagnets and
antiferromagnets were discovered. Even graphite C and solid oxygen O in some states
turned out to be ferro- and antiferromagnetic, contrary to quantum theory, but in
agreement with the prediction of the classical atomic model [10]. And the compound
of nitrogen N with iron Fe turned out to be the strongest ferromagnet, exceeding the
limit of magnetism from quantum theory.
At the same time, the transition elements of odd periods in the periodic table
(for example, platinum metals), in which ferromagnetism was expected [12], lack it.
Why is ferromagnetism inherent in only a few elements? Why is there less than 15%
of them in the periodic table, and among the transition elements (61 elements of Ib –
VIIIb subgroups), which, according to quantum theory, should be magnetic, only a
quarter have strong magnetism? It's all about the structure of atoms: atoms with an
asymmetric structure, in which the magnetic moments of electrons are not
compensated, have bright magnetic properties. In the pyramidal model of the atom,
such asymmetry is possessed by the atoms of even periods of the table, and in the
atoms of odd periods, layers that are mirror-symmetric to the previous ones are filled,
and the magnetic moments of the electrons of these layers neutralize each other,
orienting themselves oppositely.
Such a counter orientation of the electrons located opposite each other is due
not to mystical exchange forces, but to the orientation of the magnetic axes of the
electrons along the magnetic field lines of neighboring electrons, which is why their
magnetic moments are compensated. This can be seen in the example of two compass
arrows: if the compasses are placed side by side, then their arrows will be set towards
each other, creating in total only a weak magnetic field (as in an antiferromagnet, Fig.
6). But one arrow or two arrows, spaced apart, are oriented along the external field
and create a noticeable magnetic field. So, in the atoms of ferromagnets, spaced
electrons in an external field or in the field of neighboring atoms are oriented codirectionally, strengthening the external field the more noticeable the more there are.
That is why the elements of the beginning of even periods, where electrons begin to
fill a new layer, have still weak magnetic properties. But, after filling about half of the
layer perimeter with electrons, their total magnetic field is already sufficient for the
appearance of domains and spontaneous magnetization. The subsequent filling of the
perimeter and an increase in the number of electrons enhances the magnetic
properties: the ferromagnetism of substances increases. But further filling of the
perimeter makes the layer more and more symmetrical, and the magnetic moments are
already partially compensated. This is especially noticeable when the perimeter is
closed and the layer is further filled with electrons along a tapering spiral, when other
electrons become next to some electrons, neutralizing their magnetic moments. That is
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why only the elements of the semi-perimeter of even layers-periods with their
pronounced asymmetry have bright magnetic properties (Fig. 10).
The same is true for nuclei and elementary particles: neutral ideally
symmetric particles have zero magnetic moments, while charged or asymmetric
particles have a magnetic moment. So, a neutron and a proton, having a slightly
asymmetric shape, acquire a magnetic moment from the unbalanced moments of the
electrons and positrons that form them. True, neighboring electrons and positrons tend
to turn opposite to each other, as in an antiferromagnet, which is why their magnetic
field is small - much less than the moment of an electron. And ideally symmetric pimeson and eta-meson, where the moments of the particles are exactly compensated,
have no magnetic moment at all. So, both ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism
clearly depend on the symmetry of the atom and the crystal lattice. This important role
of symmetry was already revealed by Pierre Curie, an outstanding researcher of
magnetism and crystals.

Fig. 11. Robot-robber from magnetic balls with a controlled structure of the magnetic field.

It is possible that the formation by a magnetic field of volumetric structures
from magnetic balls, powders and liquids will make it possible to design machines
and robots (Fig. 11) that can move, change shape, varying the geometry of magnetic
fields, as in science fiction films. Parts of such a machine can even detach by being
held remotely by a magnetic field. Such an electromagnetic suspension [18] is already
used in technology (in transport on a magnetic cushion, in bearings designed by GV
Nikolaev, etc.). A more perfect magnetic suspension will help to construct the Ritz
theory, which predicts the lift of the untwisted disks (Fig. 12), due to the ordering of
the axes of all electrons of the disk and their predominant ejection of rheons along the
axis of rotation, which creates a reactive lift [19]. The effect was actually discovered
by Charles and Searle back in the 1950s, as well as N.A. Kozyrev and other physicists
who repeated the experiment in different variations. But since quantum physics could
not explain the effect, it was denied and hushed up.
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Fig. 12. Examples of magnetic levitation: magnet over the superconductor (a); magnetic top
over magnet (b); diamagnet over the magnet (c); loss weights of the top made of metal
(superconductor) and objects next to it (d) are the effects of Charles, Searle and Podkletnov.

And Ritz's theory easily explains the effect. After all, the flow of rheons
thrown by the disk creates a lift and carries away the impulse, applying pressure,
similar to the pressure of the air flow from a helicopter pressing the grass to the
ground. That is, the spinning disk will have a remote repulsive effect on objects
placed under or above it. Such an effect was discovered long ago by E. Podkletnov
[18, 20], but is denied by quantorelativists (including Ginzburg), who have failed to
explain it. The effect will make it possible to build flying vehicles and force field
generators, which will serve for the armor protection of military or space technology,
and for softly holding the bodies of astronauts during flights with gigantic
acceleration. Only a gentle retention of the astronaut on weight, giving the same
acceleration to all his organs, will avoid damage during overloads. It is not for nothing
that many believe that it is the untwisted discs that are the basis of alien spaceships
and UFO saucers.
The idea of using magnetism and spinning disks for flights goes back to
Cyrano De Bergerac (who proposed, along with a rocket engine, a magnetic one), as
well as to J. Swift (who described in Gulliver a flying island-UFO with a magnetic
drive). And in the 20th century, science fiction writers have repeatedly turned to the
idea of a magnetic engine for space flights. Let us recall H. Wells (magnetic alloy
keyvate, with a Curie point of 60º F), A. Belyaev (apparatus of engineer Los' from
"Aelita"). And until now science fiction writers associate levitation with
electromagnetic fields, for example, in the movie "Avatar", where stones soar in an
electric vortex and electronics fail. Yes, and in ancient times, the mechanism of
levitation seems to have been associated with rotation, giving rise to magnetism,
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judging by the references to the rotation of dervishes to lift giant stones during the
construction of Stonehenge and other megalithic structures. And in Ancient Russia
there was a game of kubar, where untwisted tops, launched on the surface of the ice,
ran randomly, colliding, bouncing and sometimes jumping high. Considering that
M.V. Lomonosov, who grew up in the Russian North, represented atoms precisely in
the form of tops and explained magnetism by building a model of a helicopter with a
flywheel, then it is quite possible that our ancestors modeled bipyramidal atoms with
tops, the rotation of tops-electrons in them, creating magnetism and lifting force.
Lomonosov also studied the riddle of the Solovetsky labyrinths - ancient spiral
structures made of stones in the Russian North, reflecting the connection between the
auroras, magnetism and the rotation of the Earth. The rotating Earth's magnetic field
keeps charged particles high, where the glow appears.
Note that "levitation" is indeed realized with the help of rotation and magnets,
cold and superconductors (Fig. 12): recall the experiment with a magnetic top
hovering in the air or with a magnet hanging over a superconducting bowl [18]. The
latter is usually explained by the Meissner effect, that is, by "pushing" the magnetic
field out of the superconductor. But, as physicists themselves note, the usual
explanation of the effect by surface induction currents arising in a superconductor and
pushing the magnet out of the bowl is false [8, 15]. In addition, it turned out that the
lifting force above superconductors arises not only in magnets, but also in ordinary
bodies, as the experiments of Podkletnov and a number of others have shown, where
even living organisms, including a frog, floated in magnetic superconducting
installations, as in Belyaev's Ariel. In part, these experiments can be explained by the
fact that they use diamagnetic bodies that are pushed out by a magnetic field
(diamagnetic levitation). But in general, the effect of hovering over superconductors is
not yet understood. And it is quite possible that the hover of magnets and other bodies
over superconductors is caused by the flow of rheons emitted from electrons oriented
by the magnet. The role of a magnet is only in ordering the electrons of a
superconductor, as if in a ferromagnet, on the contrary, in an ideal diamagnet with
μ≈0 [15]. And for non-magnetic bodies to soar, you need to rotate the superconductor,
or apply a magnetic field, or run superconducting currents in order to orient the
electrons.
So, magnetism of substances, atoms and electrons is a purely classical
phenomenon, fully explained by Ritz's theory, according to which magnetism plays a
key role in the microcosm. It is not for nothing that Paul Langevin, a student and
colleague of Pierre Curie, having created the classical electronic theory of magnetism,
called quantum mechanics used to describe magnetism - intellectual debauchery.
After all, quantum physics with its formalism not only does not really explain
anything, but is also absurd, gives false predictions. Quantum ideas were accepted
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only under the influence of hypnosis and self-hypnosis, for a sober-minded person
will never accept them. Yes, and Niels Bohr himself said that quantum ideas can be
instilled in a person only by driving him to dizziness. And indeed, quantum theorists
have been using hypnosis and psychic pressure since Bohr's first paper on the
quantum model of the atom, which Rutherford refused to publish, until Bohr
personally visited him and, in a confused head, suggested its acceptability.
Quantorelativists continued to do so: the reason for the success of their theories
consisted only in the ability to suggest, to impose their ideas on the technique of
hypnotists-magnetizers. And if quantum fantasies have befuddled physicists' heads so
much that they hover in the virtual world, then Ritz's theory, on the contrary, allows
fantasy, a fairy tale to come true and direct the flight of earthly machines higher and
higher to the stellar borders, curbing stubborn magnetism.
S. Semikov
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